
Align
Contemporary postural alignment 
and pressure relief chair



Regardless of age and mobility, the majority of people often sit incorrectly resulting in 
slumping, poor postural alignment and increased pressure through vulnerable parts 
of the body. Sitting properly requires effort by an individual – the pelvis is the most 
important part of the body as the foundation of good posture and alignment. It 
becomes harder to sit properly when combined with the challenges of age, immobility, 
and disability. 

When combined with unsuitable seating, a poor sitting posture can cause and/or 
exacerbate both physical and medical conditions, with far reaching consequences on the 
body, quality of life and overall well-being. 

Patients and long-term care residents often benefit from a high specification pressure 
care mattress, but when out of bed, may sit in a hard and unforgiving chair with little or 
no postural support or pressure relief, thus undoing the benefits of an excellent pressure 
care mattress. This results in:

The problem
Increased pressure ulcers

Poor postural alignment

No height adjustment

The contemporary OSKA Align chair ensures patients and residents retain postural 
alignment, whilst providing exceptional pressure care relief to vulnerable areas such 
as the sacrum, ischial tuberosities and coccyx. The OSKA Align also allows for a height 
adjustment for different height residents and patients.

Correct postural alignment and OSKA Align:

• Reduces pressure ulcer development

• Reduces the risk of irritated tissue and associated back pain

• Reduces contractures and deformities

•  Reduces joint and muscle pain, especially in the back, shoulders and neck

•  Reduces the risk of blocking of veins/nerves

The solution

Key features about the Align Chair

Pressure relieving cushion

High specification pressure relieving  
foam cushion

Pressure relieving, supportive 
foam in the back

Pressure relieving foam in the arms

Optional upgrade of an air cushion

Postural alignment

V-shaped back extending from the pelvis 
to the ribs to align the body in an upright 
and straight position

Slightly shorter back legs creating a 
negative rake which allows the user to sit 
correctly without slumping causing shear 
and friction

Negative rake prevents slipping or sliding 
out of the chair

Height adjustable 

Legs are detachable with a simple thumb-turn 

3 different leg height options

Fabrics for demanding healthcare 
environments

Breathable fabrics assist with  
micro-climate management 

Ultra 4-way stretch fabric for 
optimum pressure relief

Stretch fabric reduces shear and friction 

Choice of fabrics available 
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